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Its Free Club
How Anyone Can Make Money Online
The objectives of the club are to allow anyone, anywhere, regardless of
capital or background to be able to generate an income online.
There are many ways to generate income without capital but most require
talents, some of which can be learned and some inherent.
What we seek here are plans that will allow YOU to generate income by
simply participating and without the need to learn anything or have special
talents.
FREE plans seldom produce large incomes; so we show our members how
to generate initial capital at no cost and with little effort, and then leverage
that cash to produce unlimited income.
We also choose solutions that do not require you to make sales or refer
others; but by doing so you will make money faster and also be of service
to those you help find this opportunity.
Remember that your income will always be directly proportional to the
services you provide and that it is not the needy who receive the greatest
rewards but the most worthy.
It is impossible to guarantee any level of income but the potential is
literally unlimited and there is never a requirement to dip into your pocket
to make money as a club member.
However, if you have even a small amount of capital to invest in your
business you will speed your progress to your goal and this will always be
an option for you.

The only thing that can stop your success is not participating....
So ALL YOUR EXCUSES ARE GONE!
This booklet can be branded with your links so that you can give it away to
anyone who may be interested in making extra cash at no cost.
If you are already in any of the programs we list you can simply add your
existing affiliate information, there is no need to rejoin them by using the
links provided by whoever gave you this publication.
There is no need to join all the programs or change all the links but the
more plans you join the greater your chance of reaching your goals faster.
There is also a section at the end of programs that are trusted by Graham
Frame (the author of this book) because he knows the people behind the
plans to be honest and determined to provide value for their members.
Finally there is also a section where you may add two of your own
favourite and trusted plans (if you prefer them to those shown by the
person giving you this book)
The bottom line is that the more books, branded with your links, that you
give away the faster you will reach and exceed your initial goals!

Here Is The Plan
1. Join the following programs
2. Collect your affiliate links from the programs joined
3.

Download the branding program here

4. Enter your affiliate information
5. Create your personally branded PDF
6. Give away as many copies as you can and watch the cash roll in....

THAT'S IT!

Join These Plans:
All 9 are selected to allow you to earn money without selling, sponsoring or
spending hours in front of your computer!

Its Free Club
This is our home site where you can have an online presence and build
your list. There will also be additional useful information available on all
our affiliated programs.
We Share Abundance
Will become the mainstay of our free and simple to earn plans. At the time
of writing this update it is pre-launch expected to launch in Beta for Phase
1 in January 2020. This will enable people to generate income in just 2 or
3 minutes a day with no out of pocket cost. However, to be making the
most of this program you would want to be active in all 6 Pools and
although that is a monthly subscription of $125 that, and more, can be
generated without selling or sponsoring and so becomes a one time
payment.
360 Win
This is a groundbreaking plan to play casino style games without ever
dipping in your pocket and yet providing real cash prizes. So if you enjoy
casinos is this is the place to be.The great thing about this plan is that there
are 3 equal payouts for every win; the player wins, the person who referred
the player wins and a designated charity also wins. Current averages show
a monthly income of $12.74 per referral and as its 100% free you should
be able to easily make referrals.
Crypto Tab
Simply download their browser and make Bitcoins as long as your
computer is online. It is a version of the chrome browser which you can
use alongside or in place of any other browser. Its not get rich quick but its
free money! I use it in addition to my other browsers and my computer is
on almost all the time (it occasionally switches itself off for some reason)
and I have drawn about $200 so far for doing nothing!
Honey Gain
This is another way to make some cash doing absolutely nothing. I make
about $50 a month but if your computer is not always on you could make
less and if you have more than 1 computer hooked up you could make
more! Just download the app, that's all there is to it!

Hashing Ad Space
I really love this program because its owner/founder is completely honest
and transparent! You get paid for viewing ads as a free member and can
get paid extra as a paid member. Payments are made in Asimi Tokens and
so the rate of earning varies with fluctuations in the value of Asimi; its
been as high as $4 each and as low as 3 cents each.
KuverIt
Here is a future “Unicorn” it is always free to become an affiliate and earn
commissions. They are getting ready to launch in 2020 and will offer
protection against online fraud. You know that's a massive market with all
the scams out there and although not passive income, as it depends on
introducing users, the rewards can be mind boggling!
My Passive Trades
You can join this and earn from referrals as a free member, but
participation starts at just $5 and provides true passive income alongside
responsive advertising. This is covered in greater detail on the Its Free
Club website and is a great way to leverage free cash from Honey Gain
into a retirement income within 2 to 5 years without lifting a finger. The
time range depends on how much cash you put in at the start and/or add
along the way. $40 a month is projected to get you a $5,000 a month
income in under 4 years, whereas a one time $40 will take about 5 and a
half years to get to the same point.
Free Portal Investment
Similar to my passive trades but requires a larger initial investment of
about $300, but don't worry you'll soon have that and more available if you
just keep giving away these books!

This plan will only generate income from referral sales but
offers many free resources including a free blog and free traffic
World Profit
Once again an honest and transparent owner of a program that's been
around for many years. It offers good training and good resources for
advertising your offers and business as a free member. Once your are
making a few hundred $$ a month consider the upgrade to Silver
membership.

The following are trusted programs from Graham Frame, you
can register FREE but will need to make upgrades to earn
commissions.
OnPassive
This is the true future of online marketing and is currently open for
Founder memberships at $97 until launch sometime in 2020. FREE
registration will also allow you to be informed of the launch and access the
amazing value they will offer as one of the first members. Run by Ash
Mufarah, an honest and caring man, this program will rock the world.
Vista ~ Contact the person who gave you this book for a referral username if not
available use the default of 8293087

Again the main reason for including this program is the honesty and
transparency of the founders. This is the number one criteria when
choosing a business to be a part of. Everything else will fall into place if
the leadership is solid. 2020 will be a very big year for Vista and all those
associated with the company, set to be a giant in technology and finance.
USA based and 100% compliant this is a safe place to be!

Finally these are 2 plans you may substitute with your own if
you don't like them. But please check them out as a service to
the person who thought enough of you to give you this book;
you may find them of real value....
Favourite Plan 1
Favourite Plan 2
This is version one of the FREE MONEY MAKING BOOK updated
December 18th 2019 check for the latest updates at
www.itsfree.club/freebook
There will be constant help and information added!

